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Developing an experiential curriculum does not assume an authentic student 
experience; it is the enactment of that curriculum which ultimately impacts on 
student acquisition of employability capabilities. Therefore, expertise of and buy-in 
from staff is paramount to a quality WIL curriculum. WIL challenges traditional 
conceptions of academic and teaching practice. Teaching staff are challenged to 
develop skills and capacities in designing complex curriculum, reconceptualising 
assessment, giving over judgement of performance to industry partners, and to 
develop, maintain and evaluate industry partnerships whilst managing expectations 
of numerous stakeholders. Investment by academic staff in WIL initiatives must 
be considered alongside other demands of research, teaching and service. WIL 
presents new opportunities for staff to build relationships with a wide variety of 
partners and stakeholders, enhance their professional knowledge and currency 
of engagement with the workplace, and to create new spaces and practices for 
research and teaching. However, appropriate support is required for the transition 
of academic staff from traditional controllable notions of teaching and learning to 
the more complex experience ofWIL. There is a range of ways in which leaders 
in WIL are able to engage and empower sqff to advance WIL agendas in higher 
education. 

Institutional Alignment for Staff Engagement 

Higher education curriculum reform with an increasing focus on employability 
capabilites, student and graduate satisfaction, and the quality of the student 
experience has led to the embedding of WIL in curriculum as a key strategy 
for universities in ensuring rigorous student outcomes evidenced by authentic 
assessment. Staff engagement is essential in realising a quality experiential 
curriculum where students interact with real world scenarios. To ensure a systemic 
and consistent approach to WIL within an organisation, a series of multi-faceted 
approaches are required. Pivotal to engaging staff in the WIL agenda is a clearly 
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3. Alignment WIL initiatives aligned with • WlL pedagogies and resourcing
with overarching institutional vision 
university mission and goals 

requirements justified by 

strategic
institutional strategic plan

directions

4. Facilitating Encourage innovation and • Facilitates the implementation
risk and creativity in curriculum and enactment of an experiential 
innovation development through supporting curriculum and an authentic 

risk-toking student experience 

5. Professional Establish professional networks • Est�blishes support and sharing
networks for dissemination of ideas and 
and innovation 

of ideas and initiatives. 

communities
• Enhances staff professional

of practice
development

6. Researching �ncourage staff to engage • Informs WIL initiatives and 
in Wll in research to inform WIL enables teaching staff to 

practices and address research undertake research activities 
requirements within the context of their 

teaching 
• Positions WIL initiatives within

the dominant discourses of the
university

7. Incentives Assign proper allocations of • Places value upon engagement
and workload to staff, develop 
recognition awards and recognition 

with WIL and acknowledges the
wider benefits that are gained

processes, and locate Wll to the university as a whole 
within measures for academic through quality engagement with
promotion stakeholders

Key points 

• �nac!ing ?, W_ll curriculum challenges traditional practices of teaching staff
1n un1vers1hes-.

• lnstit�_tional policies, guidelines and __ standards ensure a systemic and
consistent approach to WIL within an organisatiori.

• Dirbe a�proaches ne�d to be. adopted that encourage conversation,
co a oration,_ and cooperation among WIL-practitidners. 
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